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ABSTRACT

We snow that the implementation of gauge invariance is essential for

a variational treatment to correctly reproduce all the features of the phase

diagram for the Z(2) lattice gauge theory with matter field.
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It has recently been apparent that lagrangian mean-field [ l ,2 j and

hamiltonian variational techniques [3,14,5,6] are appropriate to treat gauge

theories giving results in agreement vith theoretically and numerically known

features. The simplest variatlonal ansatz usually coincides vi th the mean-

field approach but more elaborate variational states vere shown to give a

better physical insight.

In this l e t t e r we study, vith the aid of the pedagogical model of 2(2)
gauge and matter fields in interaction, aspects which we believe are of general
nature.

We show that the U-dimensional lagrangian mean-field approach gives a

phase diagram in fair agreement with the Monte Carlo simulation [7,8] except

for the failure in allowing the analytic continuation between the confining

and Higgs phases which i s theoretically expected [9] . A similar feature appears

with the use of a naive non-gauge invariant variational method applied to the

hamiltonian formalism.

A more refined variational s t a t e , explicitly gauge invariant, takes
into account important details in the intermediate and high temperature regions.
Contrary to the previous approximations, i t turns out that the first-order
transition line separating confining and Higgs phases ends in a second-order
part which eventually disappears. Regarding the nature of the transi t ion between
confining and free phases we succeed in obtaining a first-order transit ion for
d = 3 and a second-order one for d = 2 whereas other attempts [10, 11 , 12]
vere unable to completely elucidate the tjrp« of th is t ransi t ion. More precisely
ve obtain the c r i t i ca l dimension d c « 2.2 to pass from second to f i r s t order
in the pure .gauge theory.

We note that the variational method gives results in 10$ agreement vith
the exact transit ion point for the pure gauge theory in 3 + 1 dimensions
whereas the lagranglan mean-field approach shows a discrepancy of 30jS. This
may be due to the fact that the hamiltonian formalism t rea ts one dimension,
the time, in an exact way.

Going on to the technical deta i l s , the uae of a gauge invariant
variational state for the d + 1 dimensional theory leads to an expression
of the variational energy in terms of s t a t i s t i ca l expectation values of a
classical model vith the same global symmetry but in d dimensions. We
evaluate these averages with an improved mean-field approximation used in
Ref. 5 vhich turns out to interpolate the high and lov temperature expansions
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giving a correct intermediate behaviour. This approximation consists In exactly

summing, over the configurations inside a certain volume constrained to a mean-

field boundary condition. A similar mean-field approach has also teen applied

to the lagrangian gauge formalism [2] and could lie useful to supplement Monte

Carlo simulations.

Before analysing the hamiltonlan formalism vhich turns out to "be the

more convenient for our purposes we start, for olarity reasons, with a brief

lagrangian mean-fieia calculation. The action for the Z(2) gauge and matter

field theory in a d + 1 dimensional lattice ts

note therefore that the transition hetveen confining and free phases is of

first order for any dimension and, moreover, the first-order line separating

confining and Higgs phases continues up to K = 0.

We turn now to the hamiltonian variational treatment. From the action

Eq,. (l) one easily obtains, through the transfer matrix technique, the quantum

hamiltonlan

H = -Z. «, - A 51 tfj
a** *C3

(l)
(3)

where o » ±1 are the gauge fields living on the links and T = ±1 the matter ones

on the sites. The plaquette term, as usual, involves the product of the four

link variables belonging to it and the link term is built by the two site

matter fields joined by the gauge one.

Relaxing gauge invariance we assume a mean field value far < o >

< T >. The self-consistency equations for d + 1 dimensions are

and

in terms of the Pauli matrices a. and T .. The local gauge lnvariance

corresponds to

= H (h)

£ S <or>
Analogously to the lagrangian mean-field calculation we heing with a

naive non gauge invariant state for the vacuum

s TT IT f" (5)

t =
(2)

Solving the Eq.s. (2) we obtain the phase diagram denoted, for d + 1 = It, by

MF in Fig. 1 which is compared with the diagram MC corresponding to the

Monte Carlo calculation [7]. From Eqs. [2) it is clear that a different

dimensionality is compensated by a. rescaling of the coupling constants. We
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in the o,, x , representation. The variational energy per link 1B

- i
Ht (6)
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•which., minimized for d + 1 = h, gives, the phase diagram b of Fig. 2. The

confining phase la characterized by 0 = $ = it/2 teigenstatea of er and T T )

The first-order separation from the Higgs phase i s seen by a, discontinuous

change of both parameters whereas across the first-order transit ion to the

free phase only 6 Jumps. Finally the second-order transition from the free

to the HIgga phase ia set up by a continuous decrease of $ from ir/2. We

stress tha t , as in the lagrangian mean-field approximation, the wrong features

are the absence of an analytic connection between confining and Higgs phases

and the fact that the first-order nature of the -transition between confining

and free phases is maintained for lav dimensionality.

We Implement now the gauge invariance condition symmetrizing the above

variational ground state

It i3 atraightforward to find that

" > = o> (7)

ana we look for the minimum of

The norm turns out to be equivalent to the partit ion function of a d-dimensional

Islng model with inverse temperature 8 and external field h. In fact

(10)

which in the high 6, h limit reduces to Eo, being a l l the s ta t i s t i ca l averages

equal to 1.

To evaluate Eq. (10) in the general case, instead of performing high
and low temperature expansions [3,1+], ve uae the mean-field method of Ref. 5.
This consists in summing over a certain number of variables (e.g. see Fig. 3)
fixing the others to a mean-field value.

(11)

(8)

denoting by u = -1 the operation of G in Eq.. (T) and "by VJ = +1 the

action of the identity. The inverse temperature and external field are defined

-K C9)

where the mean field v = < v > is determined by self-consistency.

The results for d + 1 = U are represented in the phaae diagram 'a
of Fig. 2. The important features are that the first-order line enda in a
second-order part which eventually stops,leaving an arvalytic domain between
confining and Higgs phases, and that the type of the transit ion between the
confining and free phases depends on the dimensionality. To see th is las t
point, we show for oi = 0 the variational energy for several dimensions in
J ig . h. I f is clear that for d = 3 the first-order transit ion occurs at
X = 0.91 (the exact value being Xc = 1 because of self duality) when the
tvo maxima of -E are degenerate. For d - £ when X Is smaller than
•̂  1.8l the maximum of -E remains constant in B ( i . e . in 9) and s tar ts
moving continuously for larger values of X. For a c r i t i ca l dimension
"i- 2.2 a constant plateau appears replacing the two maxima of higher dimen-
sionality. I t is remarkable that the use of Pade'approximants in the high
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and low temperature expansions gave similar results I1*] for d== 3 and 2

with slightly tetter critical couplings tut -with much, more computational

effort.

It is interesting to point out that the numerical comparison of the

present method with low and high temperature expansions is very accurate

except for small irregularities In the low X and as region. This is due to

the sroallness of the volume treated exactly (only the 2d neighbouring sites for

the T 1 term and the plaquettes belong to a considered link for the first and

last terms of Eq. (lO)). The above mentioned irregularities which did not

affect the transition lines b of Fig. 2 were worked out by using the high-

temperature expansion for the very low X and u region.

From the simple example discussed in this note we extract as a

conclusion that the gauge invariant variational approach may be usefully

applied to more realistic models. Work in this direction is in progress.

After completing this work we received the paper of Ref. 13 where the choice

of the gauge in the lagranglan mean-field approximation leads to a second order

end of the first-order line in agreement with our conclusions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

K. j . Phase, diagram obtained wi t i the lagrangian mean-field method E4. (2)

.compared to the Monte Carlo, simulation of Ref. (?) for d + 1 = U.

Continuous lines denote first-order transitions and dashed curves

second-order ones.

Fig. 2 Phase diagram for d + 1 = h hamirtonian variatdonal approach with

Ca) the gauge invariant state Eq.. C?) and It) the non gauge invariant

state E<i. (5). Continuous (dashed) l ines correspond to f i r s t (second)

order t ransi t ions.

f ig . 3 Mean-field approximation for the pla^uette term of Eq. ClO). Full

dots denote s i te variables exactly computed and open dots tiiose

fixed to the mesn-field value.

Fig, h Variational energy E. Eq, (10) for to•« 0 and dimensions d = 2,

2.2 and 3. HumberB on the curves denote values of X. Crit ical

X are 1.81, 1,5!* and 0.91 respectively.
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